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ABSTRACT. In many countries around the globe, private freehold lands cover large areas. Conservation on these private lands, next to statutory protected areas, promises to play a critical role in efforts for reaching internationally agreed environmental protection targets. Lying at the heart of an emerging land system science, in which ecology, economics, geography, psychology, and other social sciences interact, private land conservation is reflecting the intertwined and multiscalar processes of our rapidly transforming world. Situated at this disciplinary meeting point, private land conservation invites a great breadth of approaches and cross-disciplinary work that offer deep insights into social and environmental change, often from surprising angles. Although many questions remain in private land conservation, we can now build on a large body of recent high-quality studies as we push this field forward in both research and practice. The Special Feature “Private Land Conservation - Landowner Motives, Policies, and Outcomes of Conservation Measures in Unprotected Landscapes” brings together contributions that explore the diversity of recent advances in private land conservation science. As an introduction to this Special Feature, first we are reviewing recent dynamics in important social-ecological drivers with bearing on private land conservation science. To go on to introduce the individual contributions to this Special Feature and then examine common themes as they are emerging from these papers, including the need for flexibility in conservation approaches, pursuit of community co-benefits of conservation, increasing consideration of environmental justice questions, and acknowledgment of the importance of social psychology in shaping private land conservation. We conclude with identification of knowledge gaps and recommendations for future research, as we advance from diagnostics to normative work in private land conservation science.
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INTRODUCTION

Governments and conservation organizations worldwide have worked for many years toward the protection of biodiversity and other environmental values through the expansion of protected area networks (Butchart et al. 2010, Rands et al. 2010). Large gains have been made, yet the success remains limited. In part, this is because states have struggled to allocate land to statutory protected areas (PAs; Watson et al. 2014). Although some individual countries have met their commitments for PAs, many others have not (COPCBD 2016). And even once PAs are gazetted, they may not cover key centers of biological richness (Venter et al. 2018), fail to protect important species (Pimm et al. 2014), or produce trade-offs among their various purposes (Di Moreno et al. 2015). If a global conservation strategy involved only public land and statutory PAs, we would be severely challenged to meet the 2020 targets established by the Convention on Biological Diversity (https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/).

Fortunately, conservation also occurs on privately held lands in a multitude of ways, and this relatively sparsely documented phenomenon is the subject of this Special Feature. Private freehold lands cover large portions of many countries around the world (e.g., South Africa-73%, USA-60%, Namibia-44%), and this pattern is even more pronounced in some subnational jurisdictions (e.g., Texas, USA-96%, Scotland, UK-88%, Nova Scotia, Canada-70%, Victoria, Australia-62%). Scientists, conservation practitioners, and landowners alike are increasingly appreciating that private land in the large, human-altered landscape matrix between statutory PAs plays a critical role in environmental protection (DeFries et al. 2007). We do not dismiss the importance of statutory PAs, or suggest to focus exclusively on the private landscape matrix. Rather, in this Special Feature we address the complexity of private land conservation (PLC) that should be part of a large-landscape conservation strategy (Trombulak and Baldwin 2010) involving private lands as well as state-managed PAs. In doing so, we focus on the various functions, motivations, barriers, and opportunities surrounding PLC, with a keen eye toward how these aspects manifest and interact within larger land systems (Kamal et al. 2015). The interplay of PLC and other conservation initiatives within larger social-ecological systems makes PLC a dynamic phenomenon that invites cross-disciplinary work in the form of conceptual synthesis, place-based case study, cross-regional comparison, and analysis of new issues through novel approaches and methods. We hope this Special Feature helps to guide researchers toward exciting new work while also inspiring more conservation action in this important, emerging field.

Over the last four decades, socio-political and environmental changes have transformed societies across the globe at an unprecedented rate (Steffen et al. 2015). Neoliberal globalization has been increasing worldwide interconnectivity, promoting international migration, and enabling natural resource capitalization and exploitation from afar (Eakin et al. 2014). Population growth in less industrialized countries and increasing rates of commodity consumption in more industrialized countries are linked to ever growing rates of resource extraction, land use intensity, and environmental impact (Schaafartzik et al. 2014). Amid these changes is downward pressure on government spending for environmental programs in most countries, which is straining public spending on statutory PAs, leading to downsizing, downgrading, or full degazettement (Mascia et al. 2014). At the confluence of all these dynamics is the way individuals, households, organizations, and societies use land...
Among the most pronounced changes in our world is our rapidly growing technical ability to collect, store, and process information, including remotely sensed information about changing land use and land cover (Rose et al. 2015, Turner et al. 2015). This information provides huge opportunities for evidence-based decisions to plan and manage land use, but it can raise concerns among private landowners about its use for planning and policy that affect their properties (Rao et al. 2006).

In private land management, a variety of factors are involved that change decision making from a purely rational economic choice to something much more complex (Lute et al. 2018). In conjunction with increasing availability of land use information and democratization of its access, we see an increasingly engaged and empowered population of private landowners less amicable to governmental or nongovernmental top-down control, dissatisfied with current land management governance, and wishing to be more directly involved in land use planning, certainly as it affects their own properties (Peterson and Liu 2008, Jacquet 2015). Consequently, there is a growing need for the conservation science community to recognize the implementation limitations of a purely science-driven conservation planning process (Reyers et al. 2010). Devolution of land use decision power to private landowners and comanagement of natural resources require even greater efforts by the conservation community to work openly with these landowners, to seriously consider their needs and perspectives, and to involve them as equal partners in the planning of land cover and land use change (Frost et al. 2006). Following this approach, a conservation planning process must address conservation goals on the same footing as economic and social goals of local populations (Halpern et al. 2013).

Although several decades ago research on PLC tended to focus on working lands and modifications to land use practices to make them more sustainable (Tikka and Kaupi 2003), today increasing attention is given to marginal, remote, or extreme lands, e.g., drylands. This shift in attention is caused by two main factors: (1) In an effort to increase agricultural efficiency, marginal lands are released from agricultural production. These lands are still in private ownership, but may provide new conservation opportunities in regions that are otherwise managed for their productive capacity (Queiroz et al. 2014). (2) Remote and extreme lands are increasingly attractive to the land development industry because of their often high amenity value, e.g. tranquility or viewshed, which in turn drives migration to these regions (Lekies et al. 2015). However, these regions frequently harbor unique environmental values and often are environmentally sensitive. Thus residential and infrastructure development in these areas, even at low density, create new conservation challenges (Taylor and Hurley 2016).

Though it increasingly seems that statutory PAs alone will fall short of commitments on conservation targets (COPCBD 2016), and the realization grows that PLC should play a role in reaching these targets (Kamal et al. 2015), much uncertainty remains about how to best achieve conservation goals through the involvement of private lands. Some of these uncertainties revolve around the financing of PLC schemes. To address these concerns, innovative financing mechanisms are being developed to fund conservation by private landowners (Lennox et al. 2017, Schuster et al. 2017). However, actual rollout and implementation of such schemes is still very unclear. The field of ecosystem service planning and management is seen by some as a promising solution to the question of PLC financing (Hein et al. 2013). However, payments-for-ecosystem-services (PES) regimes are far from panacea. Many questions remain around how people’s relationships with nature would change through this commodification of nature (Kosoy and Corbera 2010), how to ensure that costs and benefits from PES regimes are fair and equitable, and how the inevitable trade-offs should be managed (Wegner 2016). In response to the strong emphasis on natural sciences and economics in the existing framework, scholars are currently reframing PES to be more inclusive to a variety of sciences and cultural perspectives (Díaz et al. 2018). At the same time, efforts of environmental organizations are intensifying to purchase private lands, purchase land use rights, or enter management agreements for conservation purposes (Parkhurst and Shogren 2003). These efforts also meet some challenges, ranging from questions about the appropriate legal tools for supporting large-scale land management regimes (Lausche et al. 2013) to the wisdom of committing to fixed-boundary PAs while the environments they protect are altered by climate change and other larger scale forces (Armstrong et al. 2015).

**CONTRIBUTED PAPERS**

This Special Feature brings together 14 contributions covering a wide range of topics, approaches, and regions of the world. The diversity of these articles displays the variety of issues surrounding PLC. Landscapes range from remote and rural to built-up urban spaces, and they include forests, shrublands, and grasslands, as well as farms and neighborhoods. They also cover a range of scholarly perspectives, from ecological science, to ethnographic approaches, to policy and governance analysis. This variety speaks to the breadth, depth, and richness of PLC as a research field.

The 14 articles can be divided thematically into four groups: (1) social-psychological factors and linkages affecting environmental perception or behavior; (2) equity and justice in the distribution of benefits and burdens in PLC; (3) land cover and other environmental changes in association with PLC; and (4) social-ecological integration and framing of PLC.

**Social-psychological links with environmental perceptions and behaviors**

The first article in this theme covers work by Niemiec et al. (2016) on the invasive exotic tree, albizia (*Falcataria moluccana*), in Hawaii, USA, focusing on the role of private landowners in landscape-scale management of biological invasions. The study employed a cross-sectional survey of 243 landowners to elucidate the influences of intrapersonal, interpersonal, and other contextual factors on actions taken to combat albizia invasions. The results suggest that social norms and a sense of reciprocity among landowners play important roles in motivating invasive species activism and management. This study sheds new light on
the social dimensions of biological invasions, and it takes an important step toward a better understanding of the informal institutions governing invasive species management.

Ruseva et al. (2016) focused on examining norms and values, cooperation, and communication among land trust board members in the southern Appalachian region of the eastern USA. More often studied among individual landowners, these indicators of social capital provide insights into the conditions that enable or promote PLC among land conservation organizations. The results show that land trust success as perceived by board members depends on shared norms and values, organizational structure and networks, as well as volunteerism and financial support. This study provides a unique look behind the scenes of local nonprofit land conservation organizations, and its findings can help practitioners bridge gaps between their organizations and local landowners. It also provides valuable insights for land conservation practitioners seeking to better understand their own organizations.

Drescher et al. (2017) investigated several established social-psychological determinants of proenvironmental behaviors and integrated them to develop a comprehensive model of landowner participation in a conservation tax incentive program in Ontario, Canada. Using responses to a survey of 800 program-eligible landowners, they contrasted program participants with nonparticipants. A novel aspect of their work is the investigation of the relative contributions of several social-psychological determinants of proenvironmental behavior in the same modeling framework. The study results reveal complex relationships among values, attitudes, and behaviors and emphasize the importance of education for conservation program participation. The results also point toward an association of political leaning with perceived personal obligation for conservation and suggest opportunities for PLC outside of government programs.

The fourth article in this theme, by Farmer et al. (2016), is focused on increasing understanding of the characteristics of landowners that are interested in protecting their land with conservation easements. Understanding these characteristics is useful for conservation organizations that are working to engage private owners in permanent land protection. Set in Indiana, USA, this study draws on the results of a survey of 500 landowner participants in a local conservation tax incentive program. The study results suggest a set of three predictors of interest in conservation easements: perception of local landscape change, outdoor recreation activity, and membership in an environmental organization. The authors introduce the term “functional leisure” to represent land stewardship activities that landowners enjoy.

The fifth and final article in this theme addresses the relative importance of financial and nonfinancial factors in initiating and maintaining voluntary PLC. Selinske et al. (2016) present three case studies, two in Australia and one in South Africa, including in-depth insights from the close examination of various types of conservation programs. The authors found that financial promotion might incentivize initial participation, but sustained engagement depends on a diverse and flexible set of nonfinancial policy instruments. They raise key considerations for governments and nonprofit land conservation organizations aiming to promote long-term stewardship among private landowners.

**Equity and justice**

The first article in this theme is contributed by Olive (2016). Set in Indiana, Ohio, and Utah, USA, as well as Ontario, Canada, this study uses “fairness” as a lens to investigate landowner perceptions of the distribution of burdens in the application of species-at-risk legislation. Drawing on 141 interviews, this study inquired which forms of environmental justice were most pertinent to landowners and whether this coincided with environmental justice as approached by species-at-risk legislation. The results indicate that private landowners find it very important to be involved in planning and implementation of species conservation activities, as well as being recognized for their efforts. These key interests are quite different from the legislative emphasis on landowner compensation and should be addressed in future policy amendments.

Villamagna et al. (2017) take a quantitative and spatially explicit approach to the distribution of environmental benefits from public-private conservation networks. With datasets of federal, state, and local private easement lands in North Carolina and Virginia, USA, they used a geographic information system to model ecosystem service flows from protected natural areas to nearby residents. Focusing on variability in distribution by race, they found that hydrological benefit zones of federal PAs underrepresented minority beneficiaries, while state and private PAs included up to 25% more minority beneficiaries. Regarding socioeconomic class, benefit zones around private PAs included residents of considerably higher household income. The finding that benefits of PLC can be unequally distributed among groups of differing race and socioeconomic class deserves serious consideration. Addressing these equity issues could be important for building widespread support for large-scale conservation initiatives.

The third contribution in this theme is an article by Rissman et al. (2017), which addresses opportunities and barriers to the use of geospatial data in the planning and management of conservation on private land. The authors present insights about data access and availability from four case studies of institutional conservation databases in the USA. Although the exact reasons for lack of data access or availability differ from case to case, issues of institutional capacity and privacy concerns are recurring themes. Recommendations for policy changes include tailoring data access privileges according to data uses and privacy concerns, and enabling legal mechanisms that facilitate data access.

**Land-cover and other environmental changes**

The first article in this theme is contributed by Syphard et al. (2016). Applying a modeling approach to regions with rapid residential development in San Diego County, California, USA, the authors investigated whether private land acquisitions could satisfy both biodiversity and wildfire management objectives, or whether these objectives are mutually exclusive. The results suggest differences in outcomes among various land acquisition strategies. Focusing land acquisition either on lands with high biodiversity values or on lands prone to wildfire, both resulted in higher biodiversity conservation and fire risk reduction, compared to land acquisition focused on cost minimization. The results suggest that it is possible to simultaneously pursue environmental and human values and may be applicable to other regions where biodiversity richness and high fire risk overlap.
The second article in this theme by Farley et al. (2017) is also located in San Diego County, California, USA, and focuses on rangelands. Based on geographic information system analyses of land use changes and 13 in-depth interviews with ranchers, the authors investigated the rate of rangeland conversion and participation in rangeland conservation programs. The results indicate a rangeland loss of 3.1% over the 19-year study period and an intricate mix of variables shaping ranchers’ attitudes toward participation in conservation programs. Although much rangeland was lost to urbanization, ranchers viewed rangeland conversion to public parkland as another threat. Acknowledging and effectively addressing ranchers’ social values, land use ethics, and conservation-beneficial land use practices may often be critical to ranchers’ engagement in conservation programs.

**Social-ecological systems: framing and integration**

The first contribution to this theme is an article based on a case study by Duff et al. (2017) of an eco-labeling and farm stewardship initiative with a 20+ year history in Wisconsin, USA. The authors examined this case within a social-ecological systems framework and developed a generalized “Capacity-Building Stewardship Model” that points toward mechanisms for building commitment to conservation among agricultural producers. The model identifies some of the challenges faced in scaling up farm-level stewardship to the regional level, suggests practical support mechanisms for addressing these challenges, and highlights the important role of agricultural networks in nurturing the development of agricultural producers as land stewards. The authors close by pointing out some limitations in the eco-labeling, farm stewardship initiative, and the model itself.

The next article by Salliou and Barnaud (2017) also addresses stewardship on agricultural lands, in this case in southwestern France. In-depth interviews were carried out with 30 local stakeholders, including fruit growers, livestock breeders, crop advisers, and retired farm owners. The interviews elicited attitudes about land management vis-à-vis biological pest control and used these attitudes to construct stakeholders’ mental models. Researchers had demonstrated the value of natural areas as habitats for natural enemies of pests, and policy makers had committed to this notion through land-use policies. Agricultural producers, however, widely viewed natural areas as havens for pests, not as habitats for biological pest-control agents. The results suggest a need for research to better understand, communicate across, and close the gap that exists between scientists, policy makers, and farmers with regard to the ecology of complex working landscapes.

The third article in this theme by Quinn and Wood (2017) draws on two case studies situated in Nebraska as well as North and South Carolina, USA. It argues that private land conservation can be planned and implemented more effectively when viewed through the lens of coupled human-and-natural systems (CHANS). The authors use the two case studies to illustrate the connections between human and natural subsystems at various scales and explain how private land conservation can express CHANS characteristics such as scale issues, feedbacks, time lags, and thresholds. They recommend the CHANS framework as a tool facilitating research design, interpretation, and dialogue.

The final article in this theme contributed by Clements et al. (2016) is set in the Western and Eastern Cape Provinces of South Africa and focuses on socioeconomic drivers of predator species composition (lion, *Panthera leo*, and cheetah, *Acinonyx jubatus*) and abundance in private land conservation areas. The results indicate that the presence and amount of large predator species is associated with the use of private conservation areas for income generation from wildlife tourism, and the rate of income that is generated. The results also suggest that maintained lion densities mostly were within sustainable levels given observed prey densities, while this was not the case for cheetah. The authors conclude that current wildlife management policies are not always effective at controlling potentially negative ecological consequences stemming from the pursuit of international tourism revenues.

**CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: ADVANCING THE SCIENCE OF PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION**

The contributions in this Special Feature lead to several conclusions relevant to future work in PLC research, policy, and practice. Several of the studies suggest a need for PLC programs to remain, or become more flexible. Flexibility in scope and parameters enables PLC initiatives to reach and resonate with a diverse population of private landowners, each of whom may have their specific perspectives and requirements. The richer the literature on landowner values and motivations gets, the clearer it becomes that no “one-size-fits-all” policy could include the multitude of people that might have an interest in proenvironmental land management activities (Moon et al. 2012). Flexibility is also needed in the face of changing biophysical, social, and political circumstances (Peterson et al. 2003). For example, the long-term resilience of land conservation approaches such as conservation easements might be enhanced, if mechanisms would be employed that provided for land use flexibility as landownership and environmental conditions are changing (Rissman 2011). This flexibility must be balanced, however, with approaches that allow for continuity in conservation management over the long term and larger scales (Margules and Pressey 2000). Costs and benefits (including uncertainty thereof) must be communicated as clearly as possible by scientists and land conservation organizations so that fears of undue burdens on private landowners can be assuaged. At the same time, land conservation organizations and scientists (as technical and general experts) must listen to and seriously consider the insights and concerns of private landowners and other local stakeholders. This multilateral communication should not be limited to expertise and insights per se, but should also include value systems and cultural structures underlying both the status quo and proposed conservation initiatives (Diaz et al. 2018). For example, a productive discussion of the opportunity costs of conservation versus development should include not only perspectives of technical experts but also those of landowning laypeople. Flexibility in both the PLC programs themselves and the processes by which they are implemented may alleviate landowners’ fears of carrying the burden of conservation without reaping the benefits (Rissman 2011).

Closely related to concerns about flexibility in PLC mechanisms and procedures are issues of equity across pre-existing social groups. Costs and benefits may be impossible to realize in equal measure among all groups at all times. The spatially uneven distribution of arable land, ecosystems, valued biota, political
jurisdictions, and land tenure will inevitably produce unevenness (Forman 1995) in land conservation. However, social inequities should be laid bare and acknowledged to the best of our research capabilities, and addressed to the best of our policy making capabilities. Today we know too much about PLC to let these equity issues remain hidden. Some of the empirical insights provided by authors featured here call for continued theoretical research into PLC equity issues, and more policy attention to them as well. The critical “parks and people” literature has done much for the social studies of statutory PAs (Brockington et al. 2008). It seems time for more critical social science on PLC equity as well.

Several of the articles here suggest that conservation measures and programs may be most impactful if they simultaneously pursue several goals. Similarly, private landowners will be more receptive to conservation measures and programs if their application allows them to pursue a range of goals, not just conservation per se. Of course, some conservation measures employ this approach already, such as conservation easements that allow private landowners to conserve land while obtaining income and property tax benefits (Gustanski and Squires 2000). However, these approaches can be expanded by addressing a more diverse range of cobenefits, and clarifying them to landowners. All too often private landowners feel that they are caught between forces that put financial and other pressures on them, and in these situations conservation acts as a threat (McCarthy 2002). Implementing such approaches may require reconciling interests at differing scales, because private individuals are more likely to make short-term cost-benefit judgments, while conservation efforts mostly require long-term and large-scale perspectives. Barriers to overcome include conservation efficiency issues such nonadditionality and perverse incentives, especially if conservation cobenefits are financial as in the case of payments-for-ecosystem services (Lundgren et al. 2018).

Finally, several of the articles in this Special Feature highlight the importance of an informal milieu of social norms, networks, and institutions in shaping PLC planning, implementation, and outcomes. Intangible aspects such as trust, reciprocity, or solidarity among stakeholders appear to matter more, and in different ways, than most researchers understood several years ago. These factors have not been well represented by the prevailing emphasis on ecological-scientific and economic approaches (Pretty and Smith 2004). The lessons from these discoveries are numerous and profound, and they potentially affect not only landowners, but also agents of land conservation organizations, government officials, and even conservation scientists. More research is needed to better understand not just what goes on in landowners’ own minds, but also how those values and motivations are shaped by the interactions individual landowners have with their social networks and other stakeholders (Fisher and Ruseva 2010).

In spite of the proliferation of high-quality literature on PLC in recent years, additional questions remain. They focus on how PLC can address emerging and growing issues such as the following: (1) corporate “land-grabbing,” its associated land-tenure shake-ups, and the changes it imposes on rural communities and their relationships with rural environments (Hall et al. 2015), (2) conservation in rapidly growing peri-urban areas where, under weaker land use controls (Nilon et al. 2017), the economic interests and political influence of developers and other elites collide with public interests in conservation and ecosystem service protection (Bekessy et al. 2012), (3) complex and dynamic interactions between factors such as climate change and invasive species (Mainka and Howard 2010), and (4) emergent opportunities for conservation, such as (a) the release of marginal lands from agricultural production and their concomitant reconversion to more natural conditions, and (b) degrowth or decay in urban regions that can be reoccupied by natural systems to achieve conservation goals and provide ecosystem services close to the largest concentrations of human populations (Hunter 2014).

The field of private land conservation lies at the confluence of a great many disciplines. Ecology and economics have long been recognized as contributing to our understanding of private land management. However, increasingly the contributions of other disciplines from among the social sciences are recognized as vital to PLC and its role in broader conservation initiatives (Moon et al. 2014). Given our increasing technological sophistication in managing large amounts of data and monitoring land dynamics, we are in a position of great and growing opportunity to make forward-looking and evidenced-based decisions about PLC across multiple scales, from individual parcels to larger regions. Moreover, given our increasing multidisciplinary sophistication in understanding the underlying social dimensions of land use and management, we are in a better position than ever to acknowledge social complexity, equity, and context when making PLC decisions. The next step in private land conservation science may be to move from diagnostics to normative work, to move from understanding to planning, in this complex and multifaceted field that has so many important implications for general conservation science and beyond. Although many questions remain in PLC, we can nevertheless build on a firm and broadening understanding as we advance this field in both research and practice.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/10020
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